Tank Inspection & Repair MSA
Bolted & Welded Plastics Storage Tanks
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As your Original Equipment
Manufacturer, CST offers Master Service
Agreements that are designed to be
highly customizable roadmaps for your
annual tank and silo maintenance,
planning and budgeting. Why shop
for alternative services, such as local
engineering contractors and millwrights,
when no one knows your tank better
than we do. CST’s specific detailed
solutions can help improve your safety,
performance, and total life cycle costs –
saving you time & money.
CST has been serving customers for over
125 years and is, therefore, one of the most
experienced providers in the industry. Our
expert services team will work with you to ensure
professional, prompt, and satisfactory delivery of
all services contracted. We guarantee a superior
service experience by providing you with superb
customer support, making sure your team knows
about the resources available to them, and by
making it easy for your team to take advantage
of them. CST also proactively reaches out to you
to provide opportunities to voice and resolve any
lingering concerns or issues.

A SINGLE SOURCE SERVICE PROVIDER

World Recognized Leaders
125 Years’ Experience

Our Certified Inspectors will evaluate the overall functionality as well as any specific
areas of the customers’ concern. Tanks will be evaluated against 15-20 critical areas.
The following areas will be observed where applicable:
Concrete ringwall or slab foundation

Visible exterior gasket or sealer

Roof/deck appurtenances

Anchor bolts

Interior skirt coating

Pressure relief value (PRV)

Grout

Hopper coating

Ladders, platforms, safety cages

Exterior sidewalls - general condition

Hopper hardware

and handrails

Exterior sidewall coating

Overall roof/deck/dome condition

Appurtenances

Exterior hardware

Exterior roof/deck/coating

Other tank features as necessary

CST is the easier, better, and more cost-effective provider of
maintenance services for your CST tank and silo fleet since
we provide a one-stop-shop for all your tank and silo service
needs, including inspections, repairs, modifications, and other
specialized tank and silo services. With CST there is no need
to search for tank or silo drawings, specifications, or reverse
engineer those assets, saving you both time and hassle, and
providing you with high quality and dependable services.

Why CST?
Single supplier, single point of contact worldwide

Low cost asset ranking
for planning and
budgeting

125 years’
of experience

OEM parts, engineering
and services

KEY
BENEFITS

Company-wide commitment to safety
Trained and certified inspectors
Wide range of inspection services
Advanced testing methods and techniques
Turnkey project management
Engineering, manufacturing and technical support

Preferred scheduling
of inspections
and repair

Over 350,000 tanks and 19,000 covers installed
worldwide – we know tanks!

Budgetary repair pricing
of tanks in short
term window

Preferred pricing
for inspection

Is your storage tank due for inspections? If so, contact CST,
the largest tank and dome manufacturer in the world.
Call +1 844-44-TANKS or email us at services@cstindustries.com.
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